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SUPARCO Jobs Suparco Karachi Lahore Jobs

Pakistan Space and Upper Atmosphere Research Commission (SUPARCO), the national space agency, was
established in 1961 as a Committee and was granted the status of a Commission in 1981.

Jan. 14, 2010 - PRLog -- Pakistan Space and Upper Atmosphere Research Commission (SUPARCO), the
national space agency, was established in 1961 as a Committee and was granted the status of a Commission
in 1981.

SUPARCO is mandated to conduct R&D in space science, space technology, and their peaceful
applications in the country. It works towards developing indigenous capabilities in space technology and
promoting space applications for socio-economic uplift of the country.

The structure of SUPARCO was superseded by a Government of Pakistan Resolution dated 8 March 1966
whereby SUPARCO was constituted as a separate organisation under the administrative control of
Scientific and Technological Research Division (S&TR), Government of Pakistan and a revised
constitution for SUPARCO was adopted in the shape of "Rules of SUPARCO" issued by S&TR Division
on 19 April 1967. Air Cdre W J M Turowicz was appointed as the first Executive Director of SUPARCO
(Air Cdre Turowicz was a Polish national who served in the Royal Air Force in India in WW-II and after
the war, he was among those Polish Air Force Pilots who opted for Pakistan's nationality).

Suparco requires Dynamic & Committed individuals who wants to work in a most conducive environment
and to build a promising career in a Hi-Tech Public Sector Organization are invited to apply Online against
the following Post.

http://jobs-in-pakistan.com.pk/categories/Suparco-Jobs

View may also view other government jobs in pakistan at:

http://jobs-in-pakistan.com.pk/categories/Pakistan-Govern...

Procedure for Applying :

Must fill all academic background i.e. SSC, HSC, Graduation, Masters and Onwards.
Please note down Job Code and Application Serial Number (Computer Performa No.)
Fill the Online Application Form and Send.
Incomplete or multiple user Application would not be considered.

# # #

This is issued by webmaster of http://jobs-in-pakistan.com.pk/categories/Pakistan-Intern.... Here have much
information about jobs, .Jobs in Pakistan search listings by city like Jobs in Karachi, Lahore, Islamabad to
make career in Pakistan. Sales, marketing, banking, IT, telecom, government jobs. Please browse our sites
and learn more information in detailed. If you like our sites, you can share it with your friends and your
families.
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